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STUDENT NAME ESSENTIAL QUESTION
Adriaansen, Courtney How can hula hooping benefit the body and mind?
Ahern, Samantha How does one fight stigmas around mental illness by using education?
Alden, Carolyn How does a high school student become a middle school girls’ basketball coach?
Allwarden, Connor How does a music prodcuer “make it” in the industry?
Amrein, Shannon Why is it important to begin teaching a second language at a young age?
Anibal, David What is the correlation between hereditary genetics and intelligence?
Anson, Abigail What elements go into preparing a memoir for publication? 
Astbury, Daniel How does one succeed in the skateboarding industry?
Aten, Kelsey How do disabilities affect a person’s life?
Ballard, Samuel How does one locate and successfully excavate a bottle dump?
Bedard, Meghan What is the process of directing a straight play?
Bender, Jason How do “Muscle Cars” affect American culture?
Bennett, Peter What method of guitar instruction best fits my learning style?
Benoit, Katherine How does one successfully navigate a sailboat without the use of modern navigation tools?
Black, Christine What are good nutrition practices for adolescent competitive swimmers?
Bragdon, Cassandra How is Shakespeare influenced by the Greco-Roman tradition?
Butler, Emily How can art therapy help the healing process?   
Calato, Cameron What fundamental skills are needed to successfully build a vegetation garden for the physically disabled community?
Calfin, Abigail How can glass be manipulated for artistic expression?
Camponescki, Morgen How do different factors influence a female’s wardrobe choice?
Cannon, Julia How do you successfully create a cost-friendly habitat for a crested gecko?
Carlen, Saralyn How does one express the essence of a song in a visual piece of art?
Casper, Patrick What factors does it take to lead an enjoyable backpacking trip?
Castle, Nathan How is software created to enable “magical” experiences?
Chamberlain, Morgan How can social media be used to successfully promote an online talk show?
Chareth, Connor How can Solar Energy be used as an alternative to current power supply methods?
Chick, Emma What can athletes and coaches do differently to lessen the impact of Vocal Cord Dysfunction?
Chisholm, Hannah What emotional and physical benefits does a therapy dog provide?
Chretien, Agnes How does one successfully design and build a sturdy and safe playhouse?
Christensen, Sara How does a teenager’s lifestyle affect their sleeping patterns?
Cicci, Sonya What are ways to determine if a person is lying?
Cinque, Connor How can nutrition, exercise and motivation help sustain a healthy lifestyle?
Colen, Kade How does photography rely on mechanical engineering in order to function?
Cook, Ashley How do you maximize the health benefits of Zumba, while still having fun?
Cooke, Blaine How does music therapy improve patient outcomes with mental/physical/emotional health issues?
Corkery, Paul How could a disc golf course around the school improve the gym program, the community, and outdoor advisory games?
Cote, Austin How does involvement in team sports improve the quality of life for children?
Cox, Michelle How can photography have an impact on the social issues that we are faced with today?
Crook, Cameron What goes into training a guide dog and what is the extended impact the dog will have on the owner’s life?
Cui, Jennifer How can different means of communication be used to increase sales for a small entertainment nonprofit organizations?
Cummings, Douglas What are the procedural differences and similarities between the juvenile and adult criminal justice systems?
Daigneau, Jill Why are zebra fish so fascinating for genetic study?
D’Andrea, Rachel How can the benefits of meditation be taught in a simple way that can influence people to use it in their daily lives?
Darrow, Trey How does one run a successful youth basketball camp?
Darula, Grace How does exercise reduce anxiety?
D’Auteuil, Kevin What can be done to help the psychological and emotional healing process?
D’Auteuil, Ryan How can awareness in the general public be raised about bone marrow research and transplants?
Davis, Montana How are subliminal messages seen and interpreted in the brain?
Dean, Hannah How does creativity function in the brain? 
DeGrandpre, Brandon How does one arrange for a brass quintet?
DeLee, Sarah How does a course designer create a course that flows for the horse and rider.
Dessureault, Denis How does one reach top physical condition?
Devine, Adrianna What does the increase in jellyfish population indicate for the future of the ocean?
DiLiegro, James What goes into a documentary film?
Dix, Brendan How can the elements of an ice fishing hut be maximized for efficiency and effectiveness?
Dobbs, Kenneth Are the mental or physical effects of an injury worse for an athlete?
Dodge, Jarrett How does one replicate and maintain a saltwater nano ecosystem?
Dufresne, Daniel How do choices for materials, shapes, and components maximize the launch height of a model rocket?
Ehrenstein, Michel How can skiing be used to overcome obstacles in peoples’ lives?
Eichel, Joshua How does one use physics and engineering to construct a rollercoaster?
Elias, Dimitri Does New Hampshire have a reliable and sustainable habitat for the reintroduction of the gray wolf?
Elias, Jacques What are the techniques of fly-fishing?
Emery, Marcus Can a wind generator system replace the power received from the public utility?
Ewing, James Are supplements and diet necessary to build muscle during work outs.
Ezequelle, Amelia How does climate change affect the ski industry? 
Farley, Cassandra What is important to consider when designing an energy efficient home?
Ferguson, Mary How can video be used to emote feelings and translate the essence of a song?
Fiebke, Katelyn How are the design elements used as communication in the medium of stained glass?
Fisher, Sydney Why do we raise chickens in 2013?
Fogelgren, Alexander What is the lifestyle of a trauma surgeon?
Ford, Tyler How does one build an appropriate bonfire for a social celebration?
Gagnon, Hannah How does one capture both form and function in metal?
Gagnon, Jeffrey What makes things funny?
Gavini, Anudeep How does music affect the human condition?
Gendron, Bailey What does art reveal about a person?
Ginnard, Alana What is the training and preparation necessary for living in a foreign country?
Glover, Owen What is the optimal form of government?
Godin, Chantal How does bullying impact the physical and mental development of middle school aged children?
Gottwald, Jonathan How does a disc jockey entertain a live audience?
Granfors, John How does a new mechanic affect the meta-game? 
Griffith, Willis How can the U.S. overcome cultural barriers to become a top competitor in world soccer?
Grueter, Ashly What is the metamorphosis cycle of a Monarch butterfly and how does it benefit the butterfly?
Haley, Victoria How does country music promote American values?
Hall, Catherine What skills does one need to design and produce a custom Irish Step solo dress?
Hansis, Alex Why is it better to restore something old, rather than buy it new?
Hart, Bradbury How does one create a story which the reader truly believes?
Hilton, Julianne What effects do Tae Kwon Do have on mental illness?
Hinrichs, Ryan What is necessary to train a person to rockclimb?
Holbrook, Connor How do advances in graphic design change the image of an organization or team?
Hopfenspirger, John Should traditional medicines or non-traditional approaches be used to help adolescents cope with ADHD?
Hopp, Courtney How does one design and engage in a diet and exercise program that addresses one’s mental and physical wellness?
Howard, Sarah How is a picture worth a thousand words?
Humphries, William How can a bicycle become a more functional and useful means of transportation in our culture?
Huseman, Tanner Can cinematography techniques be used to enhance the presentation of choreographed dance?
Ireland, Morgan How does one effectively teach French expressions?
Jackson, Caleb How does a networked supercomputer work?
Janson, Samuel What makes a great speech?
Johnson, Mae How much skill and effort goes into learning how to skateboard?
Johnston, Alex How does one properly build a structure that can withstand the four seasons of New England?
Johnston, Anna How can an immersion experience transform a novice outdoor climbing instructor into an apprentice?
Karlon, Tess How can we heal the divide between young girls? 
Kattell, Vivian How much impact can advanced planning for weather systems have on a region?
Kennedy, James What constitutes an effective core training program for an athlete in the offseason?
Kent, Tanner How can motivational tools be used to increase athletic performance?
Kibbie, Alexandria How are the human trafficking victims of the Boston area effectively rehabilitated?
King, Sarah How would one go about modifying a Solidworks file to make it compatible with a CNC machine?
Kittredge, Jacob What are the most effective ways of teaching chess?
Kittredge, Nathan How does one successfully use camera work and angles to create a horror film?
Kolopsky, Megan How does Art help to market a product? 
Lack, Lindsey What do our bodies “say” when when we say nothing at all?
LaFleur, Sara What is the psychology of decision making?
Lapointe, Devann How is a talk show successfully created and edited?
Larson, Hope How are museums used as educational research?
Leedy, Samuel What are the techniques essential to capturing a sports photograph?
Len, Brandon How does a new NBA franchise appeal to its city?
LePage, Olivia What is required to successfully complete a half marathon with twelve weeks of training?
Leveille Roger, Emily Can you understand a tattoo without understanding the person? 
Lewis, Allison What role does family have in the development of an adolescent?
Lim, Jacky How does Chiropractic care relieve stress and physical pain?
Little, Madison How can fears be overcome?
Long, Meghan Why and how do people look at the night sky?
Lott, Samantha How does diet and exercise affect your health?
Lutze, Jamie How can I improve a non-profit’s marketing strategy?
MacDonald, Andrew How can science improve a baseball swing?
MacDowell, Taylor What are the techniques and artistry for teaching cake decorating?
Mack, Kelsey Why is popular music so popular while at the same time being so unoriginal?
MacKelvey, Keelie How do peat bogs contribute to the decrease in carbon levels in the atmosphere?
MacKenzie, Michaela How can improving physical activity and promoting healthy eating improve a child’s overall wellbeing? 
Maloney, Kaitlyn How can a Community Activist create change?
Manning, Brandon How can one detect a lie?
Marciano, Pia What is the chemistry behind the composition of paint?
Maresco, Emily What role does chemistry play in the process of bread making?  
Martina, Jane What can be learned from the process of art journaling.

2013 Souhegan High School 
Senior Projects

Senior Project Week Kicks Off at 
Souhegan High School

Schools

By Sally Varanka

Anticipation for Senior Proj-
ect Week is growing at Souhegan 
High School.  An essential part of 
a Souhegan student’s graduation 
requirements is their culminating 
Senior Project in which each senior 
poses an essential question to inves-
tigate over the course of their senior 
year.   Students then seek an “out-
side expert” and enlist a SHS staff 
person as “mentor” to guide their 
research and develop a way to apply 
and demonstrate their new knowl-
edge or skill. Beginning in Decem-
ber, students present their progress 
to a panel of staff and community 
members three times in prepara-
tion of their formal and public pre-
sentations the week of May 20th. 
Each student makes a twenty-min-
ute presentation of their project to 
their panel as well as to classmates, 
faculty, friends and family.  

Senior projects have been part of 
the curriculum at Souhegan since 
its inception, yet each May the in-
dividuality and uniqueness of the 
members of the graduating class 
are revealed through their presen-
tations.  Some students take their 
cue from the headlines.  Kaitlyn 
Maloney created a documentary 
on domestic violence and has held 
seminars with children and adults 
about protecting themselves from 
abuse.  Current events and her per-
sonal experience of traveling in Mo-
rocco last summer motivated Eliza-
beth White to do her project on the 

cultural differences between Amer-
ican and Muslim traditions.  Patrick 
McDeed reflected on his Souhegan 
experience by choosing to enter the 
current conversation in education. 
Patrick explores Advanced Place-
ment (AP) courses and alternatives 
for providing in-depth academ-
ic courses, options that may better 
align with Souhegan’s philosophy.  
Senior project topics may include 
society’s influence on students 
and their peers.  Delane Nazarian 
looked at the self-image of teenage 
girls and held a seminar for younger 
teens on how to better develop their 
own healthy body images.  While all 
senior projects demand much of the 
students’ skills in problem-solving 
and organizing their time and re-
sources, the work need not be with-
out lighter moments.  Jenny Max-
well’s project in planning an event 
resulted in a contra-dance for the 
public in Milford Town Hall.  Many 
seniors organize events as fundrais-
ers for causes that hold particular 
significance for them.  

Senior projects are truly a culmi-
nation of a Souhegan student’s ac-
ademic experience, embodying the 
learner expectations and creating 
a foundation for lifelong learning.  
Please celebrate with the Souhegan 
community by attending Senior 
Project Night on Thursday, May 30, 
at 6:30pm.  Students selected will 
re-present their projects and re-
ceive awards for their distinguished 
work.

Need a full time Nanny?
Day time or night time 

babysitter?
32+ yr old Amherst native

  14 years exp teacher/private nanny
B.A. in early education 

References 
call Becca Dunlap Agnese
617 620 9456 ~ cell

Beccabee3@hotmail.com

The ToadsTool 
Bookshops

Mon-Sat 9-9, Sunday 11-5
Lorden Plaza, Milford

673-1734
12 Depot Sq.,  Peterborough, 924-3543
Colony Mill Marketplace, Keene, 352-8815

STEVE ULFELDER
Tue., June 4, 7 p.m.
The Edgar award nominated 

(“Purgatory Chasm”, “the 
Whole lie”) visits with his latest 

mystery featuring ‘Barnburner’ 
Conway Sax, “shotgun lullaby”. 

It’s a staff pick!
————— 

DaniEL PaLmER
Tue., June 18, 7 p.m.

Join us at the Hollis Social Library for 
a special evening featuring the local au-
thor of thrilling suspense (Delirious,  

Helpless) with his timely novel of 
identity theft,“stolen”.

————— 
CRaig JohnSon
Tue., June 25, 7 p.m.

Visiting from Wyoming – please 
join us in welcoming the acclaimed 

author of the Walt Longmire mystery 
series (the basis for the hit A&E TV 
show longmire) as he chats about 

his writing and signs the latest, 
“a serpent’s tootH”.

————— 
www.toadbooks.com

Now enrolling for 2013-2014
Please call 672-3168 today!

PAYROLL SPECIALIST
No Payroll Too Large or Too small

 SERvINg LOCALLY fOR fIfTEEN YEARS
• Preparation of Payroll Checks 
• and all Employer federal    

and State forms and Tax Payments.
Call for information:  603-672-1155 
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